This paper begins by exploring how traditional Manichean and binary narratives, which are familiar to us from fairy-tales, were used to justify the 'War on Terror' and then engages critically with the feminist and critical scholarship which argues that such narratives helped silence the wider geopolitical and legal discussions. Whilst this paper concurs with the large volume of literature that concludes that the heroic narrative obscures the political reality and marginalises the subjects of this narrative, it takes issue with some of the assumptions underlying this literature. This paper argues that many feminist scholars who critique the heroic narrative of the 'War on Terror' have fallen victim to the same oversimplification that the narrative itself deploys. While those scholars are correct to identify the operation of the heroic narrative within the rhetoric on the 'War on Terror', their continued focus solely on this narrative masks the more complex racialised, Marxist and identity narratives that also operate within this rhetoric.
Introduction
According to Shelley Wright international law would be meaningless without narrative.
1 She writes that "we cannot imagine what we cannot tell as a story".
2
This builds on the work of Robert Cover, which argued that all legal tradition is part of a complex 'nomos'-a normative arena that can only be understood through familiar narratives-and that one cannot operate in this nomos without an objective 1 Wright (2002) the aims of the 'War on Terror' to the American public was emphasised and their assistance invoked.
16
Hollywood and the media rose to this challenge by saturating America in nostalgic stories of good versus evil where the 'allAmerican' hero triumphs over his enemies. 17 We are told how America reacquainted itself with the heroes of childhood, foreshadowing the celebration of the new hero: ordinary American men who protect the nation; fire-fighters, police officers and construction workers.
As well as being valiant these ordinary Americans were depicted as heroes because of their benevolence and generosity to Afghanistan. President Bush in particular reinforced the image of Americans as generous and compassionate people. He spoke of the American children who were raising money for Afghan orphans and highlighted how the coalition was dropping food parcels alongside its bombs.
At the same time, the oppressed people of Afghanistan will know the generosity of America and our allies. As we strike military targets, we'll also drop food, medicine and supplies to the starving and suffering men, women and children of Afghanistan.
18
ii. The Hero as 'Masculine'
It was also argued that the invoking of the heroic narrative in the wake of 9/11 heralded the return of 'traditional masculinity' as a normative hegemonic ideology.
19
This singular view of masculinity was one which relied on mythological 'male' attributes such as courage, strength, toughness, stoicism and the rejection of the soft and feminine. The evidence for this claim was that, since women's only role in this narrative was as victims, this aided the belief that all women were victims and thereby required strong 'masculine' men to protect them. It is well established that invoking this paradigm creates a justification for increasing militarisation domestically and internationally.
20
16 Alford (2011) . 17 Faludi (2008) p.6. 18 Bush (7.10.2001) . 19 Brown (2001) ; Faludi (2008) ; Noonan (2001) ; Dowd (2001) . 20 Enloe (2004); Enloe (1990 emergence of 'masculinity' is problematic. The main issue with the hero construct is that this characterisation itself relies on a one-dimensional view of masculinity which is rarely adequately defined. It is also the case that even whilst warning against the stereotypical characterisation of the heroes as masculine, such depiction holds an appeal even to those who critique this narrative. This is alluded to by Tickner who, even while criticising the masculinisation and gendering of 9/11, notes that there is "something reassuring about 'our men' protecting us from 'other men'". 35 Furthermore, such unqualified acceptance of the discourse of one-dimensional masculinity is problematic because it promotes a masculinity enshrined in heteronormativity. Indeed Judith Butler argues that there was a hierarchy of mourning for the victims of the attacks which privileged "those who were married, or on the way to be, heterosexual, happy, monogamous. 43 Therefore, the US knew it would be prudent to attribute international responsibility for 9/11 to the Taliban (and therefore the state of Afghanistan) as well as Al Qaeda in order to face less opposition internationally and make UN SC endorsement less controversial. As such, in most mainstream media the Taliban and Al Qaeda came to be seen as one and the same, perhaps because of the US Administration's insistence on vilifying them both.
39 Mutua (2001) . 40 Heathcote (2005) p.149. 41 The only official account that linked the Taliban to the attacks was a report released by the British Government. UK Government Press Release (2001). However, the 9/11 Commission would later conclude that there was no evidence and that it was highly unlikely that the Taliban had been involved in planning or sanctioning the attacks. Furthermore, with regard to Al Qaeda, it may be the case that rather than them being intrinsically evil, such abhorrence and vilification reflects discomfort with an essential 'otherness'. The rhizomal nature of Al Qaeda has meant that conventional warfare has been rendered superfluous and ineffective and whilst guerrilla tactics hold a logical appeal to terrorist organisations, Al Qaeda's failure to engage in established warfare or criminality tactics furthers our distrust of them. Indeed it has even been suggested that their 'mystique' is a result of their "apparent panoptic power" 61 in that they were able to see and monitor everyday life and culture in the US, but did not allow the West to see their true selves.
Instead they dissolved into shadow and nothingness. Saniotis argues that the West's discomfort stems as much from knowing that the terrorists are outsiders than that they are evil. However there is little willingness to discuss why the categorisation of evil holds such allure, even for those who highlight the existence 60 Devetak (2005) 
Depicting and Deconstructing the 'Damsel in

Distress'
In the traditional fairy-tale narrative the 'damsel in distress' is a young woman who is viewed as virtuous and chaste. She is epitomised by characters such as Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella or Snow White as she is invariably in danger or difficulty but lacks the agency or capacity to save herself. Instead the reader is invited to sympathise with her plight and then rejoice when she is rescued by the hero. Karen Rowe describes this character as 'impotent' and notes how she is "unable to act independently or self-assertively; she relies on external agents for rescue." 63 Furthermore, while the damsel's plight may be one of impending mortal peril which evokes sympathy, the nature of the story is not to wholly engage with the causes of this plight but instead for it to serve as a plot device against which the hero can operate. Similarly in the 'War on Terror' narrative the focus on the hero means that the causes of terror are not wholly engaged with.
Instead, in this trope the oppressed women of Afghanistan were depicted as the helpless but blank damsels awaiting rescue by the heroic western soldiers.
The Appeal of the Rescue Trope
Much of the heroic narrative literature notes how this trope was adopted almost immediately after the 9/11 attacks. Indeed on the 17 th November 2001, First Lady Laura Bush delivered the President's address to the nation. She told the American public that women in Afghanistan must not be forgotten and how the "brutal oppression of women was a goal of the terrorists". Similarly, in the UK Cherie Booth (wife of Prime Minister Tony Blair) made a speech highlighting the plight of Afghan women. In the days and weeks that followed, the US Government 62 Kearney (2003) Foundation. However, prior to 9/11 such condemnation had gone virtually unnoticed. Now this fundamentalist organisation that had imposed an orthodox interpretation of sharia law on a poor and war torn country was front-page news.
The Taliban were derided as barbarous medieval monsters who hated women almost as much as they hated the West. 65 Their treatment of Afghan women was soon a prominent discussion in many newspapers and on numerous TV shows.
Depictions of Afghan women forced to wear the all-encompassing burqa ran alongside accounts of woman and girls prevented from attending school, accessing healthcare or leaving their homes unaccompanied.
However, the heroic narrative literature correctly asserts that such a focus on the plight of Afghan women was highly sensationalised and reductivist, and in keeping with the fairy-tale depiction, paid little heed to the reality or background of most Afghan women. Instead, Afghan women were offered as victims for the Instead much of the heroic narrative critique highlights how the media's co-option of Afghan women's oppression is dangerous to feminism. We are told that in addition to the heroic narrative simplifying the climate of intervention it also raises false expectations of the outcome of that intervention. In subscribing to this 72 Khattak (2002) narrative in order to feel safe and protected, Americans told themselves that their military would help improve the lives of Afghan women even when there is little evidence to suggest that this would be the likely outcome. Indeed many scholars have analysed the rhetoric that championed Afghan women's rights and they demonstrate that even in the early days of 2001, the Bush Administration was never sincere in its desire to promote women's rights. 76 Indeed, while it utilised the language of feminism to sell the 'War on Terror', the preoccupation with Afghan women's rights allowed it to encroach on women's rights in domestic politics causing American women to experience severe cutbacks in unemployment compensation, disability insurance, health benefits, and access to reproductive choice.' 77 Furthermore, the US is also one of only a handful of states that are not party to the CEDAW.
However in its attempt to highlight this pertinent point, such scholarship often ignores the diverse range of women, or give credit to Afghan women with opposing views and therefore may inadvertently marginalise or negate the experience of those women who suffered very real harm or oppression and who may be correct to look to outside militaries or regimes for assistance. By overly focussing on the depiction of women as victims and how this silences women, the heroic narrative literature fails to address the fact that actual women may benefit from military action.
The Limitations of the Heroic Narrative Critique
The heroic narrative literature cautions those feminist activists and scholars who were willing to endorse the promulgation of the heroic narrative because they were aware of the heightened exposure it could bring. Because of such complicity, there was little discussion in the media of the complicated geo-politics that affected Afghanistan or of the rich and diverse cultures adopted by its people.
Instead, Kolhatkar writes that the over-simplified narrative sensationalised the Taliban abuse by implying that Afghan women's oppression was limited to the burqa and that burqa-clad women needed saving from the Taliban by the West. 
Ignoring Alternative Discourse
One example of a less simplistic narrative was Tony Blair's conceptualisation of the 'War on Terror' as a kindness to the world community and also to the people of Afghanistan. The effect of his imagery was admittedly the same; the British public conceptualised the invasion of Afghanistan and the wider 'War on Terror'
as an act of benevolence and liberation towards the people of Afghanistan.
However, although this was grounded in tropes borrowed from heroic and colonial narratives of saving people, it relied on a more nuanced approach to international relations and the theme of saving Afghan women did not feature prominently in the discourse. Notions of saving women were incorporated into wider British tropes about spreading human rights and creating a fairer world.
There was much talk of the intervention in Afghanistan being difficult but necessary: the right thing to do. 85 Indeed Blair strongly focused on promoting global human rights and equality as a means of tackling the increasing terrorist threat. 86 Even the Iraq War would later be justified by "humanitarianism as well as determinism". 87 Furthermore, Blair also saw the Arab/Israeli conflict as being intrinsically linked to the success of the 'War on Terror' and advised the US to restart the peace process. 88 In view of this, it is argued that while the heroic narrative of saving women is an appealing and enduring one, it was not the only narrative underpinning OEF.
Particularly as regards the US rhetoric, the initial narratives centred on retaliation, retribution and portraying a stronger America. It was only after the military operation commenced that the US elevated the humanitarian heroic narrative to the forefront. This is confirmed by Wolfe, who argues that OEF as a humanitarian mission emerged as an idealist thematic frame which peaked after the military operation was sanctioned. 89 He notes that this fits the familiar pattern whereby after the initial show of strength and prowess there is often a need for an emotional, as well as a rational appeal to go to war. Humanitarianism helps actors to believe they are doing a good deed even when they are waging war. Therefore once the coalition military might was turned on the people of Afghanistan there was a need to reposition OEF within this alternative narrative. However it is interesting that feminist scholars were so keen to focus their critique on this particular narrative at the expense of others.
Conclusion
This paper sought to explore how the familiar heroic narrative operated post 9/11 and draw attention to the failures of the critique of this narrative in contemporary scholarship.
It has argued that the major failing with most scholarly attributions of the heroic narrative is the failure to recognise that the narrative can just as easily be appropriated by the 'other' and reversed to cast him as the hero and the US as the villain. Despite the unassailable logic of this, there is reluctance on the part of Western scholars to acknowledge that the male characters in the narrative are entirely interchangeable and therefore we can gain little insight from them.
Therefore it is necessary to be wary and mindful of this when attributing narratives to international events. Such readiness to affirm the heroic narrative and the West's position as the hero ought to be questioned because we can learn little from such depictions if we do not admit that such a tendency exists.
A re-reading of this narrative highlights how the heroic narrative itself projects a dangerous Western image on all the characters and equally posits their salvation (both the victim and villain's) through becoming less 'other' and more like us.
Such a critique might invoke Devotaks's postmodern gothic narratives as an alternative reading of the 'War on Terror' to allow weakness, fear, desolation and mistrust to feature and therefore reflect our very real anxieties.
Furthermore, in the heroic narrative which positions the 'civilised against the barbarians', the 'innocent against the damned' and the 'courageous against the cowards', the self and the 'other' have already been cast. As such, this narrative calls for the rescue of the feminine victim by making her into the image of ourselves but fails to bestow her with any personality or autonomy. Therefore, the heroic narrative holds an enduring appeal as the dominant and encompassing narrative, not only to mainstream audiences but to critical scholars, because not only do we identify with (and as) the hero-and rescue the victim-we make her like us and through this transformation the villain is vanquished and our heroics confirmed. The attraction of the heroic trope is as enduring to feminist scholars, who inadvertently cast themselves as heroes through their ability to speak for Afghan women, as it is for the mainstream Western media.
However, while much of the scholarship that draws parallels between Afghan women and damsels in need of rescue is problematic due to its refusal to engage with the concomitant narratives, such scholarship does highlight a pertinent point;
that when politicians claim to be acting in the name of women's rights, such campaigns run the risk of being misappropriated and reduced to mere rhetoric.
Indeed Hunt and Rygiel are correct to state that, far from being a war for women's rights, the 'War on Terror' is, "in fact a war on women's rights." 
